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HDK Particles was founded in 2008 and is a global leader in mobile 3D game development and technology. Our games are based on real-time
physics, and all our development teams are highly experienced game developers. The company was named by New Game Network as one of

the "ten most promising up-and-coming game companies" in 2011. In 2013, our engineer won the Best 3D Game, Tools, and Technology
Award for his graphics technology, and our game won the New Game Network Prize for "Best 3D Graphics and Best Sound Effects"! We invite
you to play our games that feature cutting-edge technology, beautiful graphics, immersive sound, and fun gameplay. Feel free to contact us

by e-mail if you have any questions! --- WHAT'S NEW IN MASON VERSION??? ------------------ * Separate "Position" (X,Y) knob in the API, now
easy to deal with UI * Adds "import" button for font-support libraries. * Various bugfixes. * Removed the canvas, because it makes toolbox
slow and eats so much RAM! --- ABOUT THE GAME -------------------------------------------------------- * HDK Particles is a real-time physics simulation

game. The player has to gather a certain number of ingredients and feed them to the furnace by opening doors using keyboard and mouse. *
Particles interact with each other and the environment, things start falling apart, fire starts, and smoke starts. Fire and smoke attract more
particles from the air and the walls, making the player's work even harder. * The game gets increasingly difficult and more beautiful as it

goes on. * One can customise the game using scripting language, just like in classic video games. * There is also a "dark mode" available with
not-so-beautiful graphics! * Textures, sounds, programming, animations, and user interface are all done in real-time. This means that
particles fly out of the blenders instantly when they hit something, and the characters behave dynamically. * The entire scene is really

dynamic, even the placement and rotation of the components is done in real time. * For real-time games, HDK Particles uses a new algorithm
and tracking. The tracking, which is commonly used in computer vision (game development), is not yet stable enough to use in games. But

with the next update we will have proper tracking. * A free Demo (zip) is available at www.hdk-games

Desktop Audio Visualizer Features Key:
3D spatialization using Arctic Vox

High-quality filters such as Schoeps
Portable
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Game Audio Sound Design Headphones Geek: Pod now available!Thu, 23 Apr 2012 09:07:29 +0000headphonesgeek@gmail.com (Audio Adventures) 

Headphones Geek Podcast #28: iPod 6G, Android audio, headphones, GF-1 and more!
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